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Evidence—Examination of Witnesses—Use of Pardoned Conviction to Attack Credibility of Accused as Witness—To attack the credibility of defendant charged with larceny of an automobile, the prosecution cross-examined him as to a prior conviction based upon unauthorized use of an automobile. Defendant had received a full pardon pursuant to a Presidential proclamation\(^1\) of general amnesty for federal offenders with one year or more of honorable World War II service. On appeal after conviction,\(^2\) held, affirmed, one judge dissenting. A full pardon does not deprive the state of the right to use a prior conviction in attacking the credibility of the accused as witness. *Richards v. United States*, (D.C. Cir. 1951) 192 F. (2d) 602.

The accused on the witness stand is both defendant and witness. The prosecution may not put questions concerning prior offenses to him as defendant, because the law rejects proof of present guilt by a mere showing of general propensity for crime.\(^3\) However, this policy of fair play is subverted by permitting such inquiry under the guise of attacking the credibility of the accused as witness.\(^4\) Defendant's credibility is subject to attack in substantially the same man-

---

\(^1\) Proclamation No. 2676, 60 Stat. L. 1335 (1945).
\(^3\) If some relevance to guilt in addition to mere general propensity for crime was shown, other offenses were admissible under the original common law rule. But today in many jurisdictions other offenses are admissible on the issue of guilt only if within crystallized exceptions to the general rule of exclusion. E.g., People v. Thau, 219 N.Y. 39, 113 N.E. 556 (1919) (identity); State v. Hyde, 234 Mo. 200, 136 S.W. 316, 1912D Ann. Cas. 191 (1911) (motive). For the evolution see Stone, "The Rule of Exclusion of Similar Fact Evidence: England," 46 Harv. L. Rev. 954 (1933); Stone, "The Rule of Exclusion of Similar Fact Evidence: America," 51 Harv. L. Rev. 988 (1938).
\(^4\) Train, "The Bloodhound," Mr. Tutt's Case Book 494 (1936), illustrates how this credibility device may be abused to prejudice the accused.
ner as that of any other witness. In theory the jury is presumed able under instruction to restrict consideration of defendant's prior offenses to their bearing on his credibility, not his guilt. An attack on the credibility of a witness may take two forms: questions put to other witnesses as to his general reputation for lack of veracity, and questions put to the subject of attack himself concerning prior specific misconduct, including that evidenced by conviction. Convictions admissible for this latter technique commonly include all felonies; no attempt is made to apply relevancy principles in order to restrict this category to offenses exhibiting a disposition to lie. Many states also admit convictions of misdemeanors, but usually limit such offenses to those involving moral turpitude.

The principal case adheres to the accepted rule that even a pardoned conviction is admissible to attack credibility. The premise is that a pardon implies guilt, not innocence, since its usual function as here is to restore civil and political rights for the future. Therefore a pardon does not destroy the relevancy of a conviction to attack credibility because it does not erase the fact that a criminal act has been committed. However, the pardon may be shown in rebuttal. The dissent accepts this relevancy argument, but insists on policy grounds that use of the conviction is inconsistent with the forgiveness of a full Presidential pardon. The accepted credibility rule should be compared with the rule that a pardon removes incompetency, fashioned in bygone days when conviction disqualified a witness. It appears inconsistent to hold that a pardon removes incompetency but does not prevent an attack upon credibility. A possible explanation is that disqualification was a consequence of punishment rather than a protection against perjury. Unfortunately for this explanation, disqualification was thought of as protection as well as punishment.

12 Jeremy Bentham attacked the foundations of the incompetency rules and was instrumental in securing their overthrow. E.g., see 5 Bentham, Rationale of Judicial Evidence 101 (bk. IX, pt. III, c. IV, §III) (1827).
Nevertheless, the principal case is satisfactory in that pardons, except for innocence, should not radically alter whatever bearing an offense may have on credibility.\textsuperscript{13} The real criticism is that in the general use of convictions to attack credibility courts and legislatures ignore relevancy and policy considerations. On relevancy principles only offenses indicating a tendency to lie should be used against ordinary witnesses.\textsuperscript{14} Even such offenses should not be used against the accused as witness, unless he opens the credibility door, because of the overriding policies against undue prejudice and in favor of encouraging the defendant in a criminal case to take the stand.\textsuperscript{15} Especially is this protection needed in states allowing comment on the failure of the accused to take the stand.\textsuperscript{16}

\textit{Bernard A. Petrie, S. Ed.}

\textsuperscript{13} Pardons for innocence though substitutes for reversal are inadequately distinguished. Weihofen, "Effect of a Pardon," 88 UNIV. PA. L. REV. 177 (1939).


\textsuperscript{15} England appears to give substantial protection to the accused along these lines. Stone, "Cross-Examination by the Prosecution at Common Law and Under the Criminal Evidence Act, 1898," 51 L.Q. REV. 443 (1935). For policy considerations see Hammelmann, "The Evidence of the Prisoner at his Trial: A Comparative Analysis," 27 CAN. B. REV. 652 (1949).